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Outline 

§  ATLAS current data replication topology (June 2014). 

§  The current PVSS data replication flow. 

§  New policy for the PVSS data organization and replication. 

§  The current COOL data replication flow. 

§  New policy in the COOL data replication. 

§  AMI replication. 

§  Muon Calibration data replication. 

§  Conclusions. 

 

  
  

G. Dimitrov 
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The ATLAS Streams replication topology 

G. Dimitrov 
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Current DB schemes on the Streams replica (1) 

§  “PVSS data flow” from ATONR to the ATLR database - as total 19  
PVSS DB schemes plus MDT’s DCS data (organized separately). "

1.  ATLAS_PVSSCSC"
2.  ATLAS_PVSSDCS"
3.  ATLAS_PVSSDSS"
4.  ATLAS_PVSSIDE"
5.  ATLAS_PVSSLAR"
6.  ATLAS_PVSSLUC"
7.  ATLAS_PVSSMDT"
8.  ATLAS_PVSSMMG"
9.  ATLAS_PVSSMUO"
10.  ATLAS_PVSSPIX"
11.  ATLAS_PVSSRPC"
12.  ATLAS_PVSSRPO"
13.  ATLAS_PVSSSCT"
14.  ATLAS_PVSSTDQ"
15.  ATLAS_PVSSTGC"
16.  ATLAS_PVSSTIL"
17.  ATLAS_PVSSTRT"
18.  ATLAS_PVSSZDC"
19.  ATLAS_PVSSIS"
20.  ATLAS_MDT_DCS"

"

"
"

G. Dimitrov 

ü  ATONR => ATLR PVSS Streams setup created in August 2008 

ü  In general a very stable service   

ü  Considered as a service of high importance due to the detector 
experts necessity to access the most recent data from within the GPN.   
 
ü  PVSS average daily segments growth in 2012 has been 9.2 GB 

ü  Usual PVSS insert rate is in the range 500 – 1000 rows/sec. 

ü  Current total volume: 5.6 TB table segments, 8.6 TB index segments 

ü  Downside of the Streams technology: does not support tables with 
user defined data types – e.g. the PVSS ALERT data. 
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New policy for the PVSS @ ATONR database 

§  Planned changes in the physical layout of the new coming PVSS 
‘eventhistory’ tables (92% of the total PVSS data volume @ ATONR) for 
the new coming data."

§  Instead of the classical approach of table and primary key for it, more 
optimal is to have a single database object called Index-organized 
table. "

- In that way we use all the disk space for data"
- Data is stored in ordered by data-point element and time stamp attributes"
- Provides most efficient way for data retrieval (least possible number of data 

block reads per user query call)"
"

§  Tests performed on the INTR database with replication to the INT8R 
database (Oracle Streams replication technology) and further to the 
ATLASINT database (the new Oracle GoldenGate replication  
technology) – setup provided by the IT-DB group.  "
"

" G. Dimitrov 
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New policy for the PVSS @ ATONR database (2) 

§  Decommission the PVSS Streams replications and rely on the Active 
Data Guard Technology (ATONR_ADG database)."

"- pros: reliable technology with usual replica latency about a second, 
"ALERT tables are also present. "

"
"- cons: cannot introduce modifications on replica side (e.g. additional or 
"different indices) as the ADG is a mirror of the primary DB  "

§  Guarantee PVSS data retention on the ATONR to a minimum of 3 years 
(data sliding window of 3 years)."

§  On yearly basis move data older than 3 years from ATONR to the ATLR  
or other database dedicated for long term data archive. "

"
" G. Dimitrov 
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Current DB schemes on the Streams replica (2) 

§  “COOL data flow” from ATONR to the ATLR database - as total 17  
COOL_ONL schemes plus other DB schemes needed for GPN access. "

1.  ATLAS_COOLONL_CALO"
2.  ATLAS_COOLONL_CSC"
3.  ATLAS_COOLONL_FWD"
4.  ATLAS_COOLONL_GLOBAL"
5.  ATLAS_COOLONL_INDET"
6.  ATLAS_COOLONL_LAR"
7.  ATLAS_COOLONL_MDT"
8.  ATLAS_COOLONL_MUON"
9.  ATLAS_COOLONL_MUONALIGN"
10.  ATLAS_COOLONL_PIXEL"
11.  ATLAS_COOLONL_RPC"
12.  ATLAS_COOLONL_SCT"
13.  ATLAS_COOLONL_TDAQ"
14.  ATLAS_COOLONL_TGC"
15.  ATLAS_COOLONL_TILE"
16.  ATLAS_COOLONL_TRIGGER"
17.  ATLAS_COOLONL_TRT"
18.  ATLAS trigger configurations"
19.  ATLAS electronic logbook"
20.  ATLAS run number"
21.  ATLAS SFO"
"

"

"
"

G. Dimitrov 

ü  ATONR => ATLR COOL Streams setup created in March 2007 

ü  All owner accounts locked for security reasons  

ü  A very stable service 

ü  Considered as a service of high importance due to the need of 
prompt access to the latest detector conditions data from the  
express processing jobs.  
 
ü  COOL_ONL average daily growth in 2012 has been 1.7 GB  
(dominated by the ATLAS_COOLONL_TRIGGER data,  
MONP200 tables ) 
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Current DB schemes on the Streams replica (3) 

§  “COOL data flow” from ATLR to the T1 databases - 35 COOL ONL and 
OFL schemes plus trigger configurations and detector geometry data. "

1.  All 17 COOL_ONL schemes  "
2.  ATLAS_COOLOFL_CALO"
3.  ATLAS_COOLOFL_CSC"
4.  ATLAS_COOLOFL_DCS"
5.  ATLAS_COOLOFL_FWD"
6.  ATLAS_COOLOFL_GLOBAL"
7.  ATLAS_COOLOFL_INDET"
8.  ATLAS_COOLOFL_LAR"
9.  ATLAS_COOLOFL_MDT"
10.  ATLAS_COOLOFL_MUON"
11.  ATLAS_COOLOFL_MUONALIGN"
12.  ATLAS_COOLOFL_PIXEL"
13.  ATLAS_COOLOFL_RPC"
14.  ATLAS_COOLOFL_SCT"
15.  ATLAS_COOLOFL_TDAQ"
16.  ATLAS_COOLOFL_TGC"
17.  ATLAS_COOLOFL_TILE"
18.  ATLAS_COOLOFL_TRIGGER"
19.  ATLAS_COOLOFL_TRT "
20.  Trigger configurations"
21.  Detector geometry"

"
"

"
"

G. Dimitrov 

ü  ATLR => T1s Streams setup created in July 2008  

ü  All owner accounts locked for security reasons  

ü  A very stable service 

ü  COOL average daily volume growth in 2012 has been 2 GB/day 
(dominated by the ATLAS_COOLONL_TRIGGER data in  
MONP200 tables  – not replicated to the T1s) 
 
ü  Only subset of COOL tables replicated to the T1s (done via  
filters on the Streams propagation rules ).  
By that reason the total size of the COOL segments at ATLR  
in 2 TB while at the T1s is twice less (e.g. at IN2P3 is 1 TB)  
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New policy for the COOL data  

§  Preserve the same replication flow ATONR => ATLR => T1s but use the 
new Golden Gate technology instead of the Streams."

"
"- new COOL data instance with name CONDBR2 will be introduced 
"(data relevant to LHC Run2)"
"- As logical separation and for long term data preservation would be 
"good the new CONDBR2 tables to be created into new Oracle 
"tablespaces (datafiles). These new tablespaces to be created and 
"assigned as default ones to the COOL accounts. However such an 
"agreement would be broken if there is a need for creation of new COOL 
"tables related to Run1. "

  "- At some point would be good to be set read-only all COOL 
"tablespaces with Run1 data."

"
§  To be decided whether the non-COOL schemes (e.g. Electronic logbook, 

Run number, SFO ) will be replicated via Golden Gate or the data will be 
read from the ATONR Active Data Guard (ATONR_ADG) "

"
"

G. Dimitrov 
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Current DB schemes on the Streams replica (4) 

§  “AMI data flow” from IN2P3 (Lyon) to the ATLR database – currently total 
24 AMI DB schemes "

§  AMI Streams replication setup exists since June 2009. "

§  Modest data volume – 0.3 GB average daily segments growth in 2012 "
"
§  Preserve the same replication flow but use the new Golden Gate 

technology instead of the Streams."

"
"

G. Dimitrov 
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Current DB schemes on the Streams replica (5) 

§  “Muon calibration data flow” from Michigan, Munich and Bologna 
(previously in Rome) to the ATLR database. "
""
"Currently 5 DB schemes from each of the three Muon calibration 
"centers are on the Streams replication (data logically divided in calendar 
"years basis )"

§  Muon calibration Streams replication setup exists since 2010. "

§  Modest data volume – 0.2 GB average daily segments growth in 2012  
for the 3 Muon calibration centers. "

"
"

"

G. Dimitrov 
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New policy for the Muon calibr. data replica  

§  Planned  decommission of the Streams replications on the three Muon 
calibration sites. "

§  Use a home made tool (developed by Benjamin Meekhof, University of 
Michigan) for regular data copy of the newly produced calibration 
constants from each of the three sites to the ATLR database @ CERN. "

"
§  New physical data organization "

- Single DB schema for each of the Muon calibration centers. "
- Data segmentation via range partitioned tables with activated automatic 
partition creation. "
- Data compression (online transactional)"
- Partitioned and compressed indices"

"
" G. Dimitrov 
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Conclusions 

§  Foreseen change in the replication technologies for the ATLAS PVSS, 
COOL, AMI and Muon calibration data. "

§  Replacement of the replica technology for each of the major set of 
applications must happen by the end of year 2014. "

§  Active involvement of all concerned parties is essential for the success in 
that activity. "

THANK YOU!"

G. Dimitrov 


